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Abstract: The paper presents the development of a commerce solutions for convenient food ordering system using a mobile application, it designed to revolutionize the food ordering experience for customers. The system's comprehensive evaluation resulted in an impressive overall score of 4.4 out of 5, highlighting its strong performance in usability, accuracy, efficiency, security, portability, and maintainability. The user-centric interface and intuitive design ensure a seamless and hassle-free ordering process, while the application's accuracy in processing orders and managing special instructions enhances customer satisfaction. With efficient response times and robust security measures, the system provides a reliable and secure platform for placing food orders conveniently. Its adaptability across different devices and operating systems ensures broad accessibility, while maintainability allows for future enhancements and updates. Overall, the study presents a promising solution for businesses to offer enhanced services and customers to enjoy a convenient and efficient food ordering experience.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the rapid advancements in technology have significantly transformed the way we interact with the world, particularly in the domain of food ordering and delivery services [1][2]. As consumers increasingly embrace the convenience and efficiency of digital platforms, the integration of mobile applications in the food industry has emerged as a prominent and transformative trend. With the objective of streamlining the food ordering process and providing users with a seamless and convenient experience.

The ubiquitous presence of smartphones and the growing reliance on mobile apps have paved the way for an unprecedented level of accessibility and connectivity [3][4]. In the context of food ordering, mobile applications offer numerous advantages over traditional methods, such as enhancing the customer's ability to place orders, access menus, track deliveries, and provide real-time feedback. The research aims to explore the development of a sophisticated mobile app that harnesses cutting-edge technologies to revolutionize the way customers interact with food establishments.

The main objective of this research is to address the challenges faced by both consumers and food vendors in the traditional food ordering process. By designing and developing an efficient mobile application, it seek to empower customers with a user-friendly interface, personalized recommendations, and a range of convenient features that cater to their unique preferences and requirements[5][6]. Additionally, the proposed mobile app will offer restaurateurs and food businesses an integrated platform to efficiently manage orders, streamline delivery logistics, and gather valuable insights into customer behavior and preferences.

This study will employ a comprehensive approach, encompassing in-depth market analysis, user experience research, technological feasibility assessment, and iterative design and development methodologies. Through an extensive examination of existing food ordering apps and related literature, the research will identify best practices and innovative features that will contribute to the creation of a state-of-the-art mobile application[7].

The anticipated outcomes of this research endeavor include a robust and scalable mobile commerce solution that not only simplifies the food ordering process for consumers but also presents a sustainable and profitable digital platform for food establishments. Moreover, insights gained from the study will contribute to the broader understanding of the
The role of mobile applications in shaping the future of the food industry, particularly with regards to customer engagement, retention, and overall business growth. The study holds immense promise in revolutionizing the food industry's landscape. By harnessing the potential of mobile technology and user-centric design, this research aims to pave the way for a new era of seamless and enjoyable food ordering experiences that cater to the dynamic needs of modern consumers and businesses alike.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY OF FOOD ORDERING SYSTEM USING MOBILE APPLICATION

In today's fast-paced and technology-driven world, the food industry has witnessed a significant shift towards digital transformation [8][9]. The traditional methods of ordering food through phone calls or physical visits to restaurants have been gradually replaced by mobile applications that offer convenience, speed, and personalized experiences to customers. As the demand for efficient food delivery services continues to rise, the development of a robust and user-friendly mobile application becomes crucial for businesses to stay competitive and meet consumer expectations[10][11][12]. This background study aims to explore the current landscape of food ordering systems, the impact of mobile applications, and the potential benefits of developing a commerce solution for convenient food ordering using a mobile application.

- **Evolution of Food Ordering Systems:** The concept of food delivery and ordering is not new, with the initial focus primarily on phone-based ordering. However, the advent of the internet and smartphones has revolutionized the way people interact with food establishments[13][14]. Online food ordering platforms emerged, providing customers with the ease of browsing menus, placing orders, and making payments online[15][16]. In recent years, the prevalence of mobile applications has accelerated this transformation, making food ordering more accessible and streamlined.

- **The Rise of Mobile Applications in Food Ordering:** The rapid adoption of smartphones and the growing penetration of mobile internet connectivity have paved the way for mobile applications to become an integral part of daily life. In the food industry, mobile apps have redefined the ordering experience, allowing customers to place orders on the go, track deliveries in real-time, and receive personalized recommendations based on their preferences and past orders [17][18]. These apps have not only enhanced customer convenience but have also opened up new revenue streams and marketing opportunities for food establishments.

- **Benefits of Mobile Applications in Food Ordering:** Developing a commerce solution for convenient food ordering using a mobile application offers several key benefits for both consumers and businesses[19][20]. For customers, mobile apps provide a seamless and user-friendly interface that empowers them to place orders, customize their meals, and access loyalty programs or discounts effortlessly. Additionally, the integration of location-based services enables customers to discover nearby restaurants, further enhancing their dining experiences. On the other hand, for food businesses, mobile apps facilitate efficient order management, optimize delivery logistics, and offer valuable insights into customer preferences, enabling data-driven decision-making and targeted marketing strategies[21][22].

- **User-Centric Design and Personalization:** To succeed in the competitive food industry, a commerce solution must prioritize user-centric design and personalization. Customizable menus, easy-to-use interfaces, and intuitive navigation are essential to ensure a positive user experience. By leveraging data analytics and machine learning algorithms, mobile apps can analyze user behavior and preferences to offer personalized recommendations, promotions, and rewards, fostering customer loyalty and retention[23][24].

- **Technological Considerations:** Developing a robust and reliable mobile application for food ordering requires careful consideration of technology stacks, scalability, security, and integration with existing systems[25]. The choice between native, hybrid, or cross-platform development will influence the app's performance and user experience. Moreover, ensuring data security and privacy protection is crucial to building trust and credibility among users.

The ongoing transformation in the food industry, driven by mobile applications, presents an opportunity for businesses to embrace digital solutions that offer convenient food ordering experiences. Developing a commerce solution using a mobile application requires careful research, thoughtful design, and a user-centric approach to meet the dynamic demands of modern consumers. By leveraging the potential of mobile technology, businesses can tap into a vast market,
enhance customer engagement, and stay ahead in the competitive food delivery landscape. This background study provides the foundation for understanding the significance of developing a commerce solution for convenient food ordering using a mobile application, setting the stage for further research and development in this rapidly evolving domain.

III. DESIGN OF FOOD ORDERING SYSTEM USING MOBILE APPLICATION

The study is designed to provide a seamless and convenient way for users to order food from various restaurants and food establishments. The system aims to provide an easy-to-use and intuitive interface that enables users to browse restaurant menus, select dishes, customize orders, and make secure payments. The system will also include administrative features for restaurant owners to manage their menus, track orders, and update the status of deliveries.

To realize the study, it has some components of the application to be considered:

- **Architecture:** The system follows a client-server architecture, where the mobile application serves as the client, and the back-end server handles the processing of orders and data storage. The mobile application interacts with the server through APIs to request and exchange data.
- **Technologies Used:** Front-end: The mobile application will be developed using cross-platform frameworks like React Native or Flutter, ensuring compatibility across both iOS and Android devices. 
  Back-end: Node.js or Python with a framework like Express or Django will handle server-side logic and API endpoints.
- **Database:** A relational database MySQL, will store restaurant menus, user profiles, and order details.
- **Payment Gateway Integration:** Secure integration with a trusted payment gateway for handling transactions.
- **Cloud Hosting:** The back-end server will be hosted on a cloud platform like AWS or Google Cloud for scalability and reliability.
- **Security:** SSL/TLS encryption for data transmission and secure storage of sensitive information.

3.1 Functional Modules:

1. **User Registration and Authentication:** New users can create accounts and log in to the mobile application. User authentication ensures secure access to personalized features.
2. **Browse and Search Restaurants:** Users can browse through a list of nearby restaurants and search for specific cuisines or dishes. Restaurants can be filtered based on user preferences and ratings.
3. **Restaurant Menus and Dishes:** The application displays restaurant menus with a list of dishes, descriptions, and prices. Users can view dish details and images before placing an order.
4. **Order Placement:** Users can add dishes to their cart, customize orders, and specify delivery preferences.
5. **Real-time order total and delivery fees are calculated during checkout.**
6. **Secure Payment Processing:** The application integrates with a trusted payment gateway for secure payment processing. Users can make payments using various methods, including credit/debit cards or digital wallets.
7. **Order Tracking and Status:** Users can track the status of their orders, from preparation to delivery. Restaurant owners can update order statuses and manage delivery logistics.

3.2 Data Flow

1. **User Request Flow:** User interacts with the mobile application. The mobile application sends requests to the back-end server through APIs. The server processes the requests and interacts with the database to retrieve or store data. The server sends the response back to the mobile application for display.
2. **Admin/Restaurant Owner Request Flow:** Restaurant owners interact with the system through a separate admin panel. The admin panel communicates with the back-end server through APIs for menu updates, order tracking, and delivery management.

**Security Considerations:** User authentication and authorization to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data. SSL/TLS encryption for secure data transmission.
Secure storage of user data and passwords using encryption techniques. Regular security audits and vulnerability assessments to identify and address potential risks.

Testing: Extensive testing, including unit testing, integration testing, and user acceptance testing, to ensure the application's reliability and functionality.

Deployment: The mobile application will be available for download on both iOS and Android app stores. The back-end server will be hosted on a reliable cloud platform for scalability and high availability.

The study is designed to focuses on delivering a seamless and user-friendly experience for customers to order food from their favorite restaurants conveniently. By incorporating advanced technologies, secure payment gateways, and efficient data flow, the system aims to provide a reliable and enjoyable food ordering experience. With a robust back-end infrastructure and secure data handling, the system assures customers of privacy and security during transactions. The application's intuitive interface and user-centric design will cater to a wide audience, making the Food Ordering System an indispensable tool for food enthusiasts and restaurant owners alike.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Design and Development

Fig. 1. Class diagram of the system

In this database class diagram, It has four main entities: Customer, Restaurant, Food, and Order.

The Customer entity represents the customers using the food ordering mobile application. It contains attributes such as id (primary key), name, email, and phone.

The Restaurant entity represents the restaurants available in the system. It contains attributes such as id (primary key), name, address, phone, email, and rating.

The Food entity represents the various food items offered by the restaurants. It contains attributes such as id (primary key), name, description, price, and category.

The Order entity represents the food orders placed by customers. It contains attributes such as id (primary key), order_number, customer_id (foreign key referencing Customer entity), restaurant_id (foreign key referencing Restaurant entity), total_amount, and status (e.g., pending, completed, canceled).

The relationships between the entities are as follows:

- A Customer entity can place multiple orders, so there is a one-to-many relationship between Customer and Order.
- A Restaurant entity can receive multiple orders, so there is a one-to-many relationship between Restaurant and Order.
- An Order entity can include multiple food items, so there is a many-to-many relationship between Order and Food. This relationship requires a junction table to store the associations between orders and food items.

These relationships are established through the use of foreign key references and a junction table to link the Order and Food entities.
4.2 Screenshot of the System

Fig. 2. Home Page

Fig. 3. Log-in Page

Fig. 4. Menu Page
Fig. 5. Add to Cart Page

Fig. 6. Check-out Page

Fig. 7. Delivery Detail Page

Fig. 8. Customer’s Cart Review Page

Fig. 9. Order Successful Notification Page
4.3 System Evaluation

The study has been evaluated across several key aspects to determine in terms of usability, accuracy, efficiency, portability, security and maintainability. Each parameter was scored on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest score.

- **Usability:** The usability evaluation has a score of 4.6 out of 5 which assesses the user-friendliness and ease of navigation of the mobile application for food ordering. It considers factors such as intuitive user interface design, clear instructions, and efficient order placement process.

- **Accuracy:** The accuracy evaluation measures the system's ability to handle orders accurately and collected a score of 4.4 out of 5. It assesses whether the ordered items, quantities, and special instructions are processed correctly and reflected accurately in the order confirmation.

- **Efficiency:** The efficiency evaluation examines the speed and responsiveness of the mobile application which has a score of 4.3 out of 5. It assesses the time taken for order processing, menu loading, and overall responsiveness during peak hours or high user traffic.

- **Security:** In terms of security evaluation, the system has a score of 4.5 which focuses on the measures implemented to ensure the safety of user data and payment information. It assesses the effectiveness of data encryption, secure payment gateways, and protection against potential vulnerabilities.
• **Portability:** The portability evaluation assesses the application's compatibility across different mobile devices and operating systems which has a score of 4.2 out of 5. It considers the responsiveness and adaptability of the app to various screen sizes and resolutions.

• **Maintainability:** The maintainability evaluation got a score of 4.4 out of 5 that examines the system's ease of maintenance and future updates. It considers factors such as code structure, modularity, and documentation that facilitate smooth system enhancements and bug fixes.

The overall result of the evaluation of the study has a score of 4.4 out of 5. This indicates that the mobile application performs well across usability, accuracy, efficiency, security, portability, and maintainability aspects. It provides a user-friendly experience, accurate order processing, efficient operations, robust security measures, and the potential for smooth maintenance and updates. The system's high overall score demonstrates its suitability for offering a convenient and reliable food ordering solution for users.

**V. CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, the study marks a significant leap in enhancing the food ordering experience for customers. The comprehensive evaluation yielded an impressive overall score of 4.4 out of 5, showcasing the system's strong performance in usability, accuracy, efficiency, security, portability, and maintainability.

The user-centric design and intuitive interface ensure a seamless and hassle-free food ordering process, enhancing customer satisfaction and loyalty. With accurate order processing and handling of special instructions, the system ensures that customers receive precisely what they desire. Moreover, the efficient response time and prompt order processing enable users to place orders swiftly, even during peak hours, enhancing overall efficiency and customer experience.

The robust implementation of security measures instills confidence in users, safeguarding their sensitive data and payment information. The system's adaptability across different devices and operating systems ensures broad accessibility, making it a convenient and versatile solution for a diverse user base. Furthermore, the system's maintainability provides a strong foundation for future updates and improvements, ensuring that the application remains relevant and effective in meeting evolving customer demands. Overall, the study promises to revolutionize the food industry by delivering a seamless, accurate, and reliable ordering experience to customers, benefiting both businesses and consumers alike.
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